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Ž .This paper is concerned with the abstract degenerate Cauchy problem DCP ,
d Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Bu t  Au t t 0 , Bu 0  Bu , where A and B are closed linear operators0dt
Ž .in a sequentially complete locally convex space. A C-propagation family for DCP
Ž .is introduced C is an operator , leading to a general C-wellposedness result about
Ž .DCP . Moreover, conditions are given ensuring the existence of C-propagation
Ž .families for those DCP with differential operators, on various function spaces
with Frechet topologies, as coefficient operators. These results are new even in the´
case of Banach spaces.  2001 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let E be a sequentially complete locally convex space topologized by a
family  of seminorms, and let A, B be closed linear operators in E. We
consider the following abstract degenerate Cauchy problem
d
Bu t  Au t , t 0,Ž . Ž . DCPdt Ž .Bu 0  Bu .Ž . 0
Ž .The DCP has been studied by many researchers in the setting of Banach
Ž  	 .spaces see, e.g., 1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 15 and references therein . In this paper,
 Ž .4 Ž .we introduce a C-propagation family W t for DCP in a locallyt 0
1 This work was supported partly by the K. C. Wong Education Foundation, the Key-
Project-Foundation of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, and the National NSF of China.
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convex space, which is a generalization of a C-regularized semigroup and
Ž  	.thus of a strongly continuous semigroup cf., e.g., 57, 9, 11, 14 . In terms
 Ž .4 Ž .of W t , we derive a general C-wellposedness result regarding DCPt 0
Ž . Ž .Theorem 1.6 . On the other hand, we pay attention to those DCP with
differential operators, on various function spaces endowed with Frechet´
topologies, as coefficient operators, which cannot be treated by the known
Ž .theory about DCP . We obtain conditions ensuring the existence of
Ž . Ž .C-propagation families for these DCP Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 . The
above mentioned results are new even in the case of Banach spaces. For
the related discussion about the case of B I, please see, for example, 5,
	14 and references cited there.
1. DEFINITIONS AND THE GENERAL RESULTS
In the sequel, for an operator A, we denote its domain and range by
Ž . Ž .D A , R A , respectively.
Ž .DEFINITION 1.1. By a classical solution of DCP we mean a continu-
Ž .  . Ž . Ž . Ž .ous function u  : 0, D A 
D B such that Bu  is continuously
Ž .differentiable and DCP is satisfied.
Ž .DEFINITION 1.2. By a mild solution of DCP we mean a continuous
Ž .  . Ž . Ž . t Ž .function u  : 0, D B such that Bu  is continuous and H u s ds0
Ž .D A for each t 0, satisfying
t
Bu t  Bu  A u s ds, t 0. 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .H0
0
Let C be a continuous and injective operator on E, with CB BC,
Ž . Ž .CA AC, and let R C R B A and B A be injective for 
large enough.
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 1.3. DCP is exponentially C-wellposed if for each u 0
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .C D A 
D B , DCP has a unique classical solution u  satisfying
that for each p  there exists a continuous seminorm q such that
p u t  e tq C1 u , t 0, 1.2Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0
for a constant  0.
 Ž .4DEFINITION 1.4. A strongly continuous operator family W t oft 0
Ž .  a t Ž . 4D B to E, satisfying that e W t ; t 0 is equicontinuous for some
a 0, which means that for each p  there exists a continuous semi-
norm q such that
p W t u  eatq u for any t 0 and uD B ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Ž . Ž .is called a exponentially equicontinuous C-propagation family for DCP
if for  a,
1  tB A CBu e W t u dt , uD B . 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž .In this case, we also say that DCP has a C-propagation family.
Remark 1.5. The uniqueness theorem for Laplace transforms tells us
Ž . Ž . Ž .that if DCP has a C-propagation family W t then W t is unique. When
Ž . Ž . ŽB I the identity operator on E , W  is exactly the exponentially
. Ž equicontinuous C-regularized semigroup for A see 5, Chap. III; 14, Sect.
	 .1.3 and the references given there .
 	 Ž .  .As in 14 , we write  f   LT-E, for a function f : ,  E, if
 .there exists a continuous h : 0,  E with




 tf   e h t dt for   .Ž . Ž .H
0
THEOREM 1.6. Suppose that
Ž . Ž .  Ž .4i DCP has a C-propagation family W t .t 0
Ž . Ž .1ii  B B A Cu LT-E for each u E.
Ž . Ž . Ž . 1Then DCP admits a unique mild solution u t W t C u for each0
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..u  C D B . Moreoer for u  C D B 
D A , the mild solution is a0 0
Ž . Ž .classical solution of DCP . As a consequence, DCP is C-wellposed.
Ž Ž .. 1 Ž Ž ..Proof. We first let u  C D B and set   C u so  D B .0 0 0 0
Ž .By hypothesis ii ,
1
 B B A CB  LT-E.Ž . 0
Ž .From this and 1.3 together with the closedness of B, we obtain, by an
 	 Ž . Ž .application of Theorem 1.1.10 of 14, p. 5 , that W t  D B for each0
t 0 and for  large enough
1  tB B A CB  e BW t  dt . 1.4Ž . Ž . Ž .H0 0
0
On the other hand, we know
11  A B A CB  LT-EŽ . 0
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since
1 11 1 A B A CB  B B A CB   BC 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
for  large enough. Notice
 t11  t B A CB  e W t  ds dtŽ . Ž .H H0 0ž /0 0
Ž .  	for  large enough, by 1.3 . It follows from Theorem 1.1.10 of 14, p. 5
again that
t
W t  dsD A for each t 0,Ž . Ž .H 0
0
and
 t11  t A B A CB  e A W t  ds dt 1.6Ž . Ž . Ž .H H0 0ž /0 0
for  large enough. Moreover

1  t BC  e BC dt ,  0. 1.7Ž .H0 0
0
Ž . Ž .Combining 1.4  1.7 , we conclude by the uniqueness theorem for Laplace
transforms that
t1 1BW t C u  Bu  A W s C u ds, t 0. 1.8Ž . Ž . Ž .H0 0 0
0
Ž . 1 Ž .Therefore W t C u is a mild solution of DCP .0
Ž Ž . Ž .. 1 Ž . Ž .Next, let u  C D A 
D B . Then   C u D A 
D B .0 0 0
Observe that for  large enough,
1 1
B B A CB  BC  B B A CA .Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Since
1
 B B A CA  LT-E ,Ž . 0
Ž . Ž .it follows from 1.4 that BW t  is continuously differentiable in t 0,0
 	 Ž .in view of Theorem 1.1.9 of 14, p. 4 . Therefore we have by 1.8 that
d
BW t   AW t  , t 0,Ž . Ž .0 0 dtBW 0   Bu .Ž . 0 0
Ž . 1 Ž .This says that W t C u is a solution of DCP .0
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Ž .Finally, we show the uniqueness. To this end, let u  be a mild solution
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .of DCP with Bu 0  0. Put  t  Cu t , t 0. Then one sees easily
t
CBu t  B t  A  s ds, t 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
Using this, we obtain by integrating by parts that for  large enough
t1 Ž ts.B  A e  s dsŽ . Ž .H
0
st t
Ž ts. 1 e B s  A   d ds  A   dŽ . Ž . Ž .H H Hž /0 0 0
1B t , t 0.Ž .
Hence for any t 0, p ,
t Ž ts.lim e p e  s dsŽ .Hž / 0
1 lim e p B A CBu tŽ . Ž .Ž .

 0,
Ž .in view of 1.3 . It follows that
t1
Ž t1s.lim e  s ds 0, t 1,Ž .H
 0
Ž .  	which gives  t  0 with the aid of Lemma 4.1.1 of 11, p. 100 . So
Ž .u t  0 by the injectivity of C and this completes the proof.
Remark 1.7. For results concerning degenerate integrated semigroups
Ž .  	and integrated solutions of DCP , we refer to 1, 3, 10 .
Ž .2. DCP CONNECTED WITH DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
Let Rn be the n-dimensional Euclidean space. An n-tuple of nonnega-
Ž .tive integers   ,  , . . . ,  is called a multi-index which we denote1 2 n
by N n and we define0
 1 nn  
    , D   .Ý i ž / ž /	 	1 ni1
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Ž n.By S R , we denote Schwartz’s space of rapidly decreasing functions on
n Ž n.R , and D R the Schwartz space of infinitely differentiable functions on
Rn with compact supports. The Fourier transform and its inverse trans-
form are denoted by
F f 	  ei²
 , 	 : f 
 d




 , 	 :F f 
  2 e f 	 d	 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . H
nR
pŽ n. Ž . Ž n. Ž n. ŽLet X be one of the spaces L R 1 p  , C R , UC R the0 b
. Ž n. Žspace of uniformly continuous and bounded functions , or C R theb
. Žspace of continuous and bounded functions . Let lN the nonnegative0
. Ž .integers with 0 l n. A multi-index   ,  , . . . ,  will be also1 2 n
denoted by N l if       0. Define0 l1 n
E  f X ; D  f X , for any N l , 2.1Ž . 4l 0
Ž .    Žand q f  D f . It is not difficult to verify cf. the proof of LemmaX
 	.1.5.6 of 14, p. 25 that the totality  of these seminorms corresponding to
all multi-indices N l induces a Frechet topology on E . Letting F be a´0 l
Ž .subspace of E , we will denote by B F, E the normed space of thosel  l
continuous operators B of F to E , with the norml
 B  sup q Bx ; q   , x F with q x  1  ,Ž . Ž . 4   
Ž . Ž .and B E B E , E . l  l l
The following lemma is well known for l 0.
pŽ n. Ž . Ž n.LEMMA 2.1. Let X L R 1 p  . Then D R is dense in El
for eery l 0, 1, 2, . . . , n.
Ž .Proof. For any r 0, , set
n n    4  4B  	 R ; 	  r , B  	 R ; 	  r .r r
Ž n.Let  be a D R -function such that
 	  1, if 	 BŽ . 1 2.2Ž .½  	  0, if 	 B .Ž . 2
l   Ž . Clearly, for any N , there exists a M 0 such that D  	 M,0
1n Ž . Ž .	 R . For any kN, define  	   	 . Then for each kN,k k
 1
 n D  	 M M , 	 R . 2.3Ž . Ž .k ž /k
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For every f E , it is clear thatl
f   f E , kN , 2.4Ž .k k l
supp f  B , kN. 2.5Ž .k 2 k
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus, it follows from 2.2 , 2.3 , and 2.4 that for any f E , kN,l
N l ,0
       D f  D fD  M D f .Ý Ýk kž / ž / 
 
Therefore for any kN, N l ,0
   p n    p nD f  const D f ,L Ž R . L Ž R .k
1
p
p   
p n   D f D f  D f 	 D f 	 d	Ž . Ž .L Ž R . Hk k½ 5nR Bk
1
p
p  const D f 	 d	 .Ž .H½ 5nR Bk
Consequently,
D  f D  f in L p Rn as k . 2.6Ž . Ž .k
 nŽ . Ž .Next, let J   C R be nonnegative and have support in B such that1
Ž .nH J 	 d	 1. For every jN, putR
J 	  jnJ j	 , 	 Rn .Ž . Ž .j
Ž . Ž  	.Then J 	 is a mollifier cf. 2 . For each kN, letj
 	  J 	 
 f 
 d
 J  f .Ž . Ž . Ž .Hjk j k j k
nR
It follows that for any j, kN,
  C Rn having compact support, 2.7Ž . Ž .jk
Ž .because both J and f have compact supports by 2.5 . Furthermore, forj k
any kN, N l ,0
J D  f D Rn , jN ,Ž .j k
and
    p nlim J D f D f  0. 2.8Ž .L Ž R .j k k
j0
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On the other hand, for any jN, N l and test function g, we have by0
Fubini’s theorem that
J  f 	 D g 	 d	Ž . Ž .H j k
nR
 f 	 
 J 
 D g 	 d	 d
Ž . Ž . Ž .H H k j
n nR R
   1 D f 	 
 J 
 g 	 d	 d
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H 	 k j
n nR R
   1 J D f 	 g 	 d	 , kN ;Ž . Ž . Ž .H j k
nR
that is, for any jN, N l ,0
D J  f 	  J D  f 	 , kN. 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž .j k j k
Ž . Ž . lCombining 2.9 with 2.8 , we get that for any jN, N ,0
    p n     p nlim D  D f  lim D J  f D f  0. 2.10Ž .L Ž R . L Ž R .jk k j k k
j0 j0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Relations 2.6 , 2.7 , and 2.10 together imply that for any f E , therel
 4 Ž n.exists a sequence h D R such thatk
    p n llim D h D f  0 for any N .Ž .L Ž R .k 0
k0
The proof is then complete.
Ž . pWe write M 1 p  for the Banach space of all L Fourierp
multipliers u with the norm
   1  p n   pu  sup F uF ;  S R ,   1 . 4Ž . Ž .M L Lp
By FL1 we mean the space of Fourier transforms of all functions in L1,
endowed with the norm
  1  1  1u  F u .F L L
With a given
M , if X L p Rn 1 p Ž . Ž .p
u
1 1 n  n n n n½ FL , if X L R , L R , C R , UC R , C R ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 b b
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Ž . Ž  	.we associate a bounded linear operator T u on X cf., e.g., 1214 as
follows:
Ž . pŽ n.Ž . Ž .i If X L R 1 p  , then T u is defined as the bounded
Ž n. 1Ž .linear extension to X of the operator on S R : f F uF f .
Ž . 1Ž n. Ž n. Ž n. Ž n. Ž n. Ž .ii If X L R , L R , C R , UC R , C R , then T u is0 b b
defined as
T u f F1u f for any f X .Ž .
Clearly,
F1u f F1 uF f for any f X .Ž .
For each N l and0
S Rn , if X L p Rn 1 p Ž . Ž . Ž .
f 1 n  n n n n½ E , if X L R , L R , C R , UC R , C R ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l 0 b b
we have
D  T u f  T u D  f . 2.11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Therefore, by virtue of Lemma 2.1, we obtain that 2.11 holds for every
N l and f E . This implies0 l
T u E  E .Ž . l l
Ž . Ž .Now define T u to be the restriction of T u to E . Then for eachl l
q  , f E , l
q T u fŽ .Ž . l
  p nu , if X L R 1 p Ž . Ž .Mp q fŽ . 1 n  n n n n½ 1 u , if X L R , L R , C R , UC R , C R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F L 0 b b
Ž . Ž .Consequently, T u B E andl  l
 T uŽ . l
  p nu , if X L R 1 p Ž . Ž .Mp
1 n  n n n n½ 1 u , if X L R , L R , C R , UC R , C R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F L 0 b b
Ž . ŽLet kN the positive integers , mN , a  C the complex num-0 
. n   nbers for each N with   k, and b  C for each N with0  0
  m. In the sequel, we fix l 0, 1, . . . , n and consider the differential
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operators A and B in E , given byl
AfÝ a D f ,  k 
½ D A  f E ; Ý a D f E distributionally ,Ž .  4l   k  l
and
BfÝ b D f , m 
½ D B  f E ; Ý b D f E distributionally .Ž .  4l  m  l
Clearly, A and B are closed linear operators in E . The symbol of A, Bl
will be denoted respectively by
a 	  i  a 	  	 Rn , b 	  i  b 	  	 Rn .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý 
    k  m
pŽ n. Ž .THEOREM 2.2. Let X L R , 1 p , and E as in 2.1 . Setl
Ž .km r
2 2 C  T 1 	 .Ž .r , l l ž /
Ž . n Ž Ž . 1Ž ..nAssume that b 	  0 for each 	 R and  sup Re a 	 b 		 R
1 1  Ž . . Then for any r n  , DCP has a C -propagation familyr , l2 p
 Ž .4 Ž .W t of D B to E satisfyingr , l t 0 l
1 1 n   t2 p W t  const 1 t e , t 0. 2.12Ž . Ž . Ž .r , l
Ž .Furthermore, hypothesis ii of Theorem 1.6 is also satisfied.
Ž Proof. First, we see easily cf. the proof of Theorem 1.5.10 of 14, p.
	.32 that C is an injective and continuous operator on E andr , l l
C A AC , C B BC .r , l r , l r , l r , l
Ž n.Step 1. Since 0 b R , we have that B is injective and
B1 f F1 b1 	 F f ,Ž .Ž .
2.13Ž .1 1 1½ fD B  f E ; F b 	 F f  E .Ž . Ž . 4Ž .l l
Define an operator Q as
Qf F1 a 	 b1 	 F f ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
1 1½ fD Q  f E ; F a 	 b 	 F f  E .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ž .l l
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It is clear that Q is a closed linear operator in E andl
Q Bf B A f , fD B ,  R . 2.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Step 2. For each t 0, 	 Rn, put
Ž .km r
 12 t aŽ 	 .b Ž 	 .2  	  1 	 e .Ž . Ž .t , r
 Ž . 1nNotice sup b 	   by hypothesis. A direct calculation then shows	 R
n   	that for each multi-index  with    1,2
     1 D  	 , D b 	  	Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t , r t , r
Ž .   Ž .  km1   km r  t   const 1 t e 1 	 . 2.15Ž . Ž .Ž .
 	 Ž . 1Ž . Ž .Hence we obtain by Lemma 1.5.4 of 14, p. 22 that  	 , b 	  	t, r t, r
 M andp
1 1 n 1  t2 p    	 , b 	  	  const 1 t e , t 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M Mt , r t , rp p
Therefore, defining
V t  T  	 for each t 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .r , l l t , r
Ž . Ž . Ž 1 .we deduce by 2.13 that V t E D B andr , l l
1 1 n 1  t2 p   V t , B V t  const 1 t e , t 0. 2.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . r , l r , l
Ž . Ž  	.Step 3. Inequality 2.15 also implies by Lemma 1.5.2 of 14, p. 20
that
1V  , B V   C 0, , B E . 2.17Ž . Ž . . Ž . Ž .Ž .r1 r1  l
Whence for any f E ,l
1V  C f , B V  C f C 0, , E .Ž . Ž . .Ž .r , l 1, l r , l 1, l l
Ž . Ž n. Ž n.But R C  S R and S R is dense in E by Lemma 2.1. We1, l l
Ž .therefore justify by 2.16 that for all f E ,l
1V  f , B V  f C 0, , E . 2.18Ž . Ž . . Ž .Ž .r , l r , l l
Step 4. Write

 tL  f e V t f dt , f E ,   1.Ž . Ž .Hr , l r , l l
0
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Ž n.We obtain by Fubini’s theorem that for each f S R ,   1,

1  tL  f F e  	 dt F fŽ . Ž .Hr , l t , rž /0
11 1 F  a 	 b 	 F C f , 2.19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . r , l
and hence
Q L  f C f . 2.20Ž . Ž . Ž .r , l r , l
Ž n. Ž .Since Q is closed and S R is dense in E by Lemma 2.1, 2.20 is truel
for all f E .l
Ž .  	Step 5. Inequality 2.15 also implies by Lemma 1.5.3 of 14, p. 22
that
 	  FL1 for each t 0Ž .t , rn
and so
V t f F1  F f for all f E .Ž . Ž .rn , l t , rn l
In view of this fact, we have that for   1,
L  Af  AL  f , fD A ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .rn , l rn , l
L  Bf  BL  f , fD B .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .rn , l rn , l
But
L   C L ,Ž .rn , l n , l r , l
and we get by the injectivity of C thatn, l
L  Af  AL  f fD A ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .r , l r , l
L  Bf BL  f fD B .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .r , l r , l
Ž . Ž .Accordingly, it follows from 2.20 that for any fD B ,   1,
C Bf Q L  BfŽ . Ž .r , l r , l
 Q BL  fŽ . Ž .r , l
 B A L  f ; 2.21Ž . Ž . Ž .r , l
Ž . Ž .and that for fD A 
D B ,   1,
L  B A f B A L  f C Bf , 2.22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r , l r , l r , l
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Ž . Ž . Ž .by 2.21 . It is implied by 2.22 that B A is injective for each
Ž .  1, since C B is injective. Therefore 2.21 givesr , l
1L  f B A C Bf , fD B .Ž . Ž . Ž .r , l r , l
Ž . Ž . Ž .For each t 0, let W t be the restriction of V t to D B . Thenr , l r , l
 Ž .4 Ž .W t is the C -propagation family for DCP .r , l t 0 r , l
Ž . Ž . 1Step 6. By 2.16 and 2.18 together with the closedness of B , we
Ž . Ž 1 . Ž .know that for all   1, L  E D B , and therefore by 2.14r , l l
Ž .and 2.20 ,
C f Q BB1L  f B A B1L  f , f E .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r , l r , l r , l l
Consequently
1B B A C f L  f , f E .Ž . Ž .r , l r , l l
This ends the proof.
Ž .  Ž .Remark 2.3. 1 When l 0, W t in Theorem 2.2 is just ther , l
Ž . Ž .usual operator norms of W t . Even in this case l 0 , Theorem 2.2 isr , l
new.
Ž .  	2 Theorem 2.2 is a generalization of Theorem 1.5.10 in 14, p. 32
Ž .where B I, namely without degeneration .
Ž . Ž Ž . 1Ž ..n3 In Theorem 2.2, the condition sup Re a 	 b 	   is	 R
equivalent to
a 	 b 	  a 	 b 	Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
sup  , 2.23Ž .2 2
n b 	  b 	Ž . Ž .	R 1 2
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .where a 	 resp. b 	 is the real part of a 	 resp. b 	 , and a 	1 1 2
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .resp. b 	 the imaginary part of a 	 resp. b 	 . Inequality 2.23 is2
satisfied if, for example, either
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n ni inf b 	  0, sup a 	  , and a 	 b 	  0;	 R 1 	  R 1 2 2
or
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Žn nii inf b 	  0 j 1, 2 , and sup a 	   j	 R j 	  R j
.1, 2 ; or
Ž . 2Ž . 2Ž . Ž 2Ž . 2Ž .. niii a 	  a 	 M b 	  b 	 , 	 R , for some con-1 2 1 2
stant M 0.
Ž . Ž .4 Inequality 2.12 yields stronger estimates of solutions than those
Ž .suggested by 1.2 , where q is not necessarily in . Actually, by Theorem
Ž . Ž . Ž . 1 Ž1.6 and 2.12 we obtain that the solution u t W t C f fr , l r , l
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Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .C D A 
D B of DCP satisfiesr , l
1 1 n   t  12 p   D u t  const 1 t e D C f , t 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .X Xr , l
for all N l.0
1Ž n. Ž n. Ž n. Ž n.THEOREM 2.4. Let X be one of L R , L R , C R , UC R , or0 b
Ž n. Ž . Ž . Ž .C R , and E as in 2.1 . Assume that C , a 	 , and b 	 are as inb l r , l
n Ž .Theorem 2.2. Then for any r , DCP has a C -propagation familyr , l2
 Ž .4 Ž . Ž Ž . ..W t , which belongs to C 0, , B D B , E , satisfyingr , l t 0  l
n
 t2 W t  const 1 t e , t 0,Ž . Ž .r , l
Ž .and hypothesis ii of Theorem 1.6 is satisfied.
Proof. Copy the proof of Theorem 2.2, with several changes as follows.
1 1 n1  In Step 2, replace M with FL , n  with .p 2 p 2
Ž .In Step 3, replace r 1 with r in 2.17 and delete the remaining part.
Ž n.In Step 4, for each f E and each test function D R ,   1,l

 t 1² :L  f ,   e F  F f ,  dt² :Ž . Ž .Hr , l t , r
0

 t 1 e  F f , F  dt² :Ž . Ž .H t , r
0

 t 1 e  dt F f , F Ž .H t , r¦ ;ž /0

1  t F e  dt F f ,  ,H t , r¦ ;ž /0
and so

1  tL  f F e  dt F f , f E ,   1.Ž . Hr , l t , r lž /0
Ž . Ž .From this we justify that 2.19 and 2.20 hold for all f E in this case.l
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